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CUMULATIVE INDEX

Volume 1, Number 1 (June 1980) - $5.00
From the Editor’s Desk, by Brian Spurling
- Batoche: Archaeological Research of an Historic Métis Community, by David Burley
- Site Discovery and Assessment Techniques for Mixed-Cover Survey Regimes, by Brian E. Spurling
- Saskatchewan Archaeology: Past, Present and Future, by Ian Dyck
- A Possible Precambrian Bedrock Quarry Site in the Flin Flon Area, by Frank McDougall
Review: Of Men and Herds in Canadian Plains Prehistory, by Brian Gordon, reviewed by Henry T. Epp

Volume 1, Number 2 (December 1980) - $10.00 (photocopy; cirloxed)
From the Editor’s Desk, by Brian Spurling
- The Little Gem Complex, by Leo Pettipas with an Appendix by Russell A. Johnston
- Some Experiments on the Thermal Alteration of Chalcedony, by Eldon A. Johnson
- Old Copper in Saskatchewan - A New Discovery, by Ian Dyck
- Canadian Zooarchaeology. Aqui Esta?, by Peter T. Bobrowsky
Reviews: Identification of Impressions on Pottery, by William M. Hurley, reviewed by Ian Dyck;
Archaeological Perspectives on Ethnicity in America: Afro-American and Asian American Culture History, ed. by Robert Schuyler, reviewed by John D. Combes; also reviewed by Olga Klimko.

Volume 2, Numbers 1 & 2 (June/December 1981) - $5.00 (photocopy; cirloxed)
From the Editor’s Desk, by Brian Spurling
- Late Prehistoric Assemblages from Nipawin: The Pehonan Complex, by David Meyer
- Fur Trade Archaeology in Western Canada. A Critical Evaluation and Bibliography, by Gary Adams
- New Light on the Wild Man Butte Effigy, by Ian Dyck
- Recent Evidence for a Long Range Exchange Network in the Central Saskatchewan Pehonan Complex, by David Burley, David Meyer and Ernest Walker
Reviews: Northern Ontario Fur Trade Archaeology: Recent Research, ed. by Paddy Reid, reviewed by David V. Burley; Cultural Responses to Altithermal (Atlantic) Climate along the Eastern Margins of the North American Grasslands 5500 to 3000 B.C., by A.P. Buchner, reviewed by James M. White; The Covenant Chain: Indian Ceremonial and Trade Silver, by Frederickson and Gibb, reviewed by Ian Dyck, Aboriginal Rock Paintings of the Churchill River, by Tim E.H. Jones, reviewed by Brian Molyneaux; The Parkhill Site: An Agate Basin Surface Collection in South Central Saskatchewan; by Biron Ebell, reviewed by Dennis Joyes.
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Volume 3, Numbers 1 & 2 (June/December, 1982) - $5.00
- The Bracken Cairn: A Late Middle Archaic Burial from Southwestern Saskatchewan, by Ernest G. Walker
- On Applying Two Economic Valuation Methods to an Archaeological Site, by Carlos Germann
- Three Paleo-Indian Bifaces from Saskatchewan, by S. Biron Ebell
- Stone Circles along the Frenchman River Valley, by James T. Finnigan
Reviews: Archaeology and the Fur Trade, by Norman and Anne Barka, reviewed by Olga Klimko; Archaeology in Alberta 1981, ed. by Jack Brink, reviewed by Carlos Germann; The Vikings and Their Predecessors, by Gordon, reviewed by Urve Linnamae; Alberta Archaeology: Prospect and Retrospect, ed. by Terry Moore, reviewed by Dennis Joyes; Stone Axe Studies, ed. by Clough and Cummins, reviewed by Eldon A. Johnson.

Volume 4 (1983) - $5.00
From the Editor’s Desk: Editorial Policy and Change of Editor
- Saskatchewan Laurel: An Overview, by David Meyer
- Gunshot Wounds in a Historic Period Burial from Southern Saskatchewan, by Ernest G. Walker
- The Pot That Shattered: Processes Responsible for Breakage of a Vessel Recovered from Bushfield West (FhNa-10), by Margaret G. Hanna
- Blackduck and Laurel Occurrences at Southend, Reindeer Lake, by David Meyer
- EdOh-23: A Besant Site in the Great Sand Hills, by Eldon A. Johnson
- Comment on McCullough’s View of Protohistoric Cree and Blackfoot in Alberta and Saskatchewan, by David Meyer
Reviews: Tipi Rings and Plains Prehistory: An Assessment of Their Archaeological Potential, by James T. Finnigan, reviewed by Thomas F. Kehoe; A Time for Burning, by Henry T. Lewis, reviewed by Henry T. Epp; Culture Change in the Northern Plains: 1000 BC 1000- AD 1000, by Brian O.K. Reeves, reviewed by Margaret G. Hanna; The Moose Bay Burial Mound, by Margaret G. Hanna, reviewed by James T. Finnigan; Papers in Manitoba Archaeology, by Manitoba Department of Cultural Affairs and Historical Resources, reviewed by Anne Tasker.

Volume 5 (1984) - $5.00
From the Editor’s Desk: The 90 Degree Solution
- The Lucky Strike Site. A Late Prehistoric Campsite in the Aspen Parkland, by James S. Wilson
- The Elma Thompson Site. A Besant Phase Tipi Ring in West-Central Saskatchewan, by J.T. Finnigan and Eldon Johnson
- A Late Prehistoric Burial from South-Central Saskatchewan, by Ernest G. Walker
- Anent the Pehonan Complex, by David Meyer
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A Slightly Immodest Exhortation: Why Publish?, by Henry T. Epp

Volume 6 (1985) - $5.00
From the Editor’s Desk: A Partial Farewell
- DgOk-1: A Late Prehistoric Stone Circle/Lithic Reduction Site Located in Southwestern Saskatchewan, by J.T. Finnigan
- The Dahlman Vessel: A Check Stamped “Mortuary” Vessel, by Margaret G. Hanna
- The Yellowsky Site (FjOd-2). An Avonlea Campsite in West-Central Saskatchewan, by Dianne Wilson-Meyer and Muriel I. Carlson
- Evidence for a Prehistoric Vision Quest in Saskatchewan: The Roughbark Creek Overlook Site, by David V. Burley
- The Pot That Shattered: A Postscript, by Margaret G. Hanna
- A Profile of Yellowsky, by Muriel I. Carlson
- An Unexpected Absence of Obscurity: The Fleeming Jenkin Syndrome, by Henry Epp
Reviews: Communal Buffalo Hunting among the Plains Indians, by Eleanor Verbicky-Todd, reviewed by George Arthur; Prehistoric Hunters-Gatherers: The Emergence of Cultural Complexity, ed. by Douglas Price and James A. Brown, reviewed by Gerald T. Conaty; The Palynology of Archaeological Sites, by G.W. Dimbleby, reviewed by Donald S. Slater

Volume 7 (1986) - $5.00
- Archaeological Reconnaissance of Grasslands National Park 1985, by Gary Adams
- Le Bois de Vache: This Chip’s For You, by Milt Wright
- The Gorse Site: A Possible Sweat Lodge Feature Located near Codette, Saskatchewan, by J.T. Finnigan
- An Examination of Vessels from the Avonlea Type Site, by Margaret G. Hanna
- Archaeology’s Fourth Wave - As Seen from Saskatchewan, by Henry Epp and Tim Jones
- Errata (re The Yellowsky Site, by Wilson-Meyer and Carlson, Vol. 6)
Reviews: Natives and Newcomers. “Canada’s Heroic Age” Reconsidered, by Bruce Trigger, reviewed by Gary Warrick; Prehistory of the Eastern Arctic, by Moreau S. Maxwell, reviewed by E. Bielawski; Contributions to Plains Prehistory, ed. by David V. Burley, reviewed by Ian Dyck; British Columbia Prehistory, by Knut R. Fladmark, reviewed by Thomas Richards

Volume 8 (1987) - $5.00
From the Editor’s Desk
- The Saskatchewan Archaeological Society: A History, by Eldon Johnson
- Eighty-one Years of Archaeology in the Saskatchewan Museum of Natural History, by Ian G. Dyck
- Archaeology at the University of Saskatchewan: Before and After 1964, by Zenon S. Pohorecky
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- Archaeology at the Saskatchewan Research Council: History, Role and Contribution, by David Meyer
- Archaeological Management in Saskatchewan. A History, by Brian E. Spurling
- The Establishment of Wanuskewin Heritage Park, by Ernest G. Walker
- Saskatchewan Archaeological Conservation Strategy: Managing the Future of the Past, by Henry T. Epp
- The Status of Vertebrate Paleontology in Saskatchewan, by Tim T. Tokaryk
- Errata

Volume 9 (1988) - $5.00
From the Editor’s Desk
- The Bethune Site: An Avonlea Burial from Saskatchewan, by Sheila Dawson and Ernest G. Walker
- Patterns from the Past: Saskatchewan’s Collection Registration Program, by Gerald T. Conaty, Margaret G. Hanna and Lawrence Melit
- Experiments in Pemmican Preparation, by Henri Liboiron and Bob St-Cyr
- No Sweat: Comments on “DgOk-1: A Late Prehistoric Stone Circle/Lithic Reduction Site Located in Southwestern Saskatchewan” by J.T. Finnigan (1985), by Thomas Richards
- Who’s Cooking?: A Reply to Richards, by Jim Finnigan
- Fieldwork on the Sweat Lodge, by Bob St-Cyr

Volume 10 (1989) - $5.00
From the Editor’s Desk: Current Papers in the Historic Archaeology of Western Canada
- The Archaeology of the Recent Past: Research in Historical Archaeology in Western Canada, by Heinz W. Pysczyk
- Fur Trade Faunal Studies and Interpretations: A Review of the Archaeology, by Olga Klimko
- Little Playhouse on the Prairie. A Suggestion to Finnigan and Richards, by Barb Saylor
- I Was a Novice Journal Editor, by Terry Gibson

Volume 11 & 12 (1990-91) - $10.00
From the Editor’s Desk: More Papers in the Historic Archaeology of Western Canada Western Canadian Fur Trade - History and Archaeology: The Illumination of the Invisible in Fur Trade Society, by Scott Hamilton
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- The Upper Fort Garry Storehouse and Gaol: Salvage Excavations of a Historic Midden in Downtown Winnipeg, Manitoba, by K. David McLeod
- Lovstrom Site Preliminary Field Report, 1987, by B.A. Nicholson and Jane Gibson
- Corrections on “Recent Evidence for a Long Distance Exchange Network in the Central Saskatchewan Pehonan Complex”, by David Meyer, Ernest G. Walker and David Burley
- Cheeseburger, Fries and a Coke: The Things They Didn’t Tell Me in Archaeology School, by Leslie J. Amundson

Reviews:

Volume 13 (1992) - $10.00 (photocopy; cirloxed)
From the Editor’s Desk
- A Compilation and Evaluation of Radiocarbon Dates in Saskatchewan, by Richard E. Morlan
- The Boss Now, by Miggs Greene
Review: Points in Time: Structure and Event in a Late Northern Plains Hunting Society, by Philip Duke, reviewed by Jim Finnigan

Volume 14 (1993) - $10.00 (photocopy; cirloxed)
From the Editor’s Desk
- Trespassing into the Past, by Margaret Hanna and Terry Gibson
- The Tipperary Creek Pot: Thick, Chunky Pottery from South Central Saskatchewan, by D’Arcy Green
- The Piche Pot from Ponteix, by Bob St-Cyr
- Experiments in Aboriginal Pigments and Paints, by Henri Liboiron
Review: “Them Days”: Memories of a Prairie Valley, by Olga Klimko and Michael Taft, reviewed by Ian Dyck

Volume 15 (1994) - $10.00 (photocopy; cirloxed)
- The Municipal Camp Site (FhNa-113) Excavation Results: Selkirk and Middle Period Components, by David Meyer and Peggy McKeand

Volume 16 (1995) - $10.00 (photocopy; cirloxed)
- Excavations at the Cline (ElNo-3-b) and West Finn (ElNo-3-c) Localities of the Finn Bog Site (ElNo-3), A Buried Multicomponent Site near Dundurn, Central Saskatchewan, by Donald L. McCann

Volume 17 (1996) - $10.00
- The Armit River Site (FeMk-1): A Swan River Chert Workshop and Interaction Locale in East-Central Saskatchewan, by Bruce Low

Volume 18 (1997) - $10.00
- The Spruce Rapids Site (GdM0-5): An East-Central Saskatchewan Laurel and Selkirk
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Occupation Site, by Vera Brandzin; Excavations at the Nepukituk Site (GiNd-11), Stanley Mission, Saskatchewan, by Tim Jones

Volume 19 (1998) - $10.00
- Properties and Sources of Some Saskatchewan Lithic Materials of Archaeological Significance, by Eldon A. Johnson

Volume 20 (1999) - $10.00
- Human Face Carvings on Boulders in Southern Saskatchewan, by Zenon Pohorecky
- An Analysis of the Lithic Collection from the Heron Eden Site: A Cody Complex Manifestation in Saskatchewan, by Urve Linnamae and Eldon Johnson
- Arctic Butte and the Dwellers of the Out-of-the-Way, by Tim Jones

To order any of these please contact the SAS office or print off a copy of our Den of Antiquity publications available on our website at www.saskarchsoc.ca

Saskatchewan Archaeological Society
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Saskatoon, SK S7K 1V9
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